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Brownies

Gooey, chewy and delicious with a
secret ingredient that makes this
brownie stand out from all the others.

Butter Cookies

These buttery spritz cookies with a
dash of almond are hard to pass up.

Butter Twist Cookies

Delicious buttery twisted treats,
crunchy on the outside and soft on
the inside.

Checkerboard Cookies

Vanilla and chocolate flavors joined
together checkerboard style.

Chocolate Chips

Classic Chocolate chips, with or
without nuts - milk or dark
chocolate…you decide.

Chocolate Gooey Butter Cookies

Tasty/Soft/Crunchy chocolate
buttery cakelike treat. It's like eating
a cupcake and cookie all at once.

Chocolate/Vanilla Pinwheels

Two distict flavors of chocolate and
vanilla both rolled together in these
pinwheel cookies.

Cookie Brittle

A home favorite - a chocolate
chip/blonde cookie square. Butter,
vanilla, nuts and chocolate
chips...who can resist?

Cornmeal Citrus Shortbread

Crunchy, buttery, delicious
shortbread with a hint of orange zest.

Double Delights

How about one side chocolate with
white chocolate pieces and the other
side vanilla with milk or dark
chocolate pieces...with pecans added
in.

Ginger Thins

Not a ginger cookie lover? …you will
be after tasting these deliciously
spiced thin wafers.

Hazelnut Buttercrunch

Buttery Hazelnut candy-like treat.
You will not be able to eat just one.

Lemon Meringue Wedges

These meltingly tender lemon
crescents are topped with meringue
and flaked almonds.

Linzer Tart Cookies

Buttery cookie with crushed
hazelnuts to sandwich any flavor jam,
then topped off with powdered sugar.

Macadamia Chip Cookies

This cookie is loaded, macadamia
nuts, white and milk chocolate chips
and coconut flakes - delicious!

Oatmeal Raisin Cookies

Chewy and flavorful, these oatmeal
cookies are loaded with spices, oats,
walnuts and raisins. Think of it as a
healthy treat!

Orange Spice Shortbread

This buttery, classic shortbread along
with a hint of orange spice will melt
in your mouth.

Peanut Butter Brownies

Rich chocolate brownies with loads of
peanut butter swirls throughout.

Peanut Butter Toffee Chip Cookies

If you love peanut butter cookies, the
brittle pieces add a terrific crunchychewy texture to this old favorite.

Peppermint Bark

Delicious white chocolate loaded with
peppermint pieces mixed in.

Pignoli Cookies

Pinenut cookies, a classic Italian
delight. Brew up the coffee and
enjoy!

Shortbread

Delicious and buttery. This meltingly
rich shortbread may be shaped with a
decorative mold or cookie cutter.

Snowballs (Pecan Balls)

Delicious powdered covered buttery
pecan balls. These are also known as
Little Wedding Cakes.

Sugar Cookie

This old fashioned round sugar coated
cookie is a family favorite.

Sugar Cookie Cutouts

These buttery sugar cookies are
cutout and decorated with icings for
that special occasion.

Thumbprint Cookies

Various flavors of jams or preserves
can be used to fill these walnut
covered cookies.

Triple Chocolate Chip Cookies

A triple threat - white, milk and semisweet chocolate chips in one great
chocolate cookie.

